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foldio360 Edit

Introduction - About the foldio360 Edit

foldio360 Edit is an editing tool that allows you to conveniently edit 
your 360° images taken with any capture device (DSLR or 
smartphone). All you need to do is shoot with your Foldio360 Smart 
Turntable or Foldio360 Smart Dome and import the images onto the 
software. Using the various filters and features like cropping and 
adding watermarks, you can edit individual images or batch edit, and 
export as PNG/JPG/GIF/MP4.

Once you are ready to create and share your interactive 360° image, 
upload the edited image files onto SPINZAM. If your website can host 
iframes, you can copy & paste the provided iframe code into your 
website.
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foldio360 Edit

Feature Overview

● Import multiple images & edit
● Parameter edit: doesn’t alter original file and records changes to images instead
● Batch editing: Apply filters to all images and edit
● Crop
● Watermark
● Overlay
● Level graph provided for each image
● Support various export file types: PNG/JPG/GIF/MP4
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foldio360 Edit

Recommended System Requirements
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OS OSX 11 or higher (Big Sur)

CPU M1/i7 or higher

RAM 8GB or higher

Recommended Mac System Requirements:



foldio360 Edit

Download Guide

1. Visit the App Store
2. Search: “foldio360 Edit”
3. Download!
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foldio360 Edit

Activation Window

When running the application for the first time, you will need to activate your device. Input your Foldio360 smartphone app account information (email address & 
password) and Foldio360 device serial number in the activation window. *This process is only required once.

If you do not know your device’s serial number or have not previously registered your device, please refer to the following steps:
1. Launch the Foldio360 smartphone app and log in.
2. Connect your Foldio360 or Foldio360 Smart Dome device to the app via Bluetooth.
3. Go to settings -> select “Activate” under DEVICE

4. If you have not previously registered your device, you should be able to select the “Activate Now” button to activate your device. Note down the serial number 
information to activate the foldio360 Edit software.

5. If you have previously activated your device, you should be able to see the serial number in the app’s Activate window. Note down the serial number.
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foldio360 Edit

Application Window Overview
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foldio360 Edit

Project Tree (Area A)

The Project Tree manages the imported images. Images can be added, deleted, or reordered. Click the right mouse button to display the pop-up menu. 
Details are as in the table below.
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foldio360 Edit

Viewer (Area B)

This area displays the currently selected image. Functions such as zoom in/out and previous/next are available. When you use the toolbar to change 
properties, the contents are reflected immediate. Details are explained in the toolbar and parameter window.
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foldio360 Edit

Parameter Window (Area C)

foldio360 Edit edits the image in the form of parameters. Therefore, 
the original image file is not overwritten and the parameter can be 
modified at any time. In addition, due to the nature of the parameter 
image editing tool, the final image must be exported to be used. Export 
supports PNG/JPG/GIF/MP4 file format.
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foldio360 Edit

Parameter Window - Level

The level graph displays the RGB color level of the selected image. Similar to the levels features of other editing tools, more values on the left show a 
higher ratio of black and more values on the right show a higher ratio of white. The level will adjust accordingly to the applied filters.
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foldio360 Edit

Parameter Window - Navigator

The navigator displays the thumbnail of the selected image. You can move to the previous or next image by using the buttons. When the play button is 
selected, the image changes continuously. (You can check the rotation of the 360 image through this function)

Please note that the Play function consumes a lot of the system resources. For Mac models with insufficient resources, images may appear stuttered or 
missing. We recommend M1 or higher models, and i7 or higher, in the case of Intel CPU.
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foldio360 Edit

Parameter Window - Filter

Applies a filter to the selected image. Five types of filters are supported. When each checkbox is selected, the filter is activated, and when the checkbox 
is cleared, it is deactivated. The filter value is applied by moving the slider or entering a number in the number display area & pressing the Enter key.

By default, the filter is applied to the selected image. If you want to apply the current filter settings to all the images, press the “Apply to all” button.
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foldio360 Edit

Toolbar (Area D)

This is an area where functions necessary for editing are gathered. It 
is divided into grid, edit, and view group functions. Please refer to 
the table on the right for the detailed function list.

Crop, Watermark, Overlay, Change Reference Color, Direction, and 
Zoom have additional actions. Please refer to the next page for 
details.
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foldio360 Edit

Toolbar - Crop

When clicked, the crop settings are displayed. When finished with the settings and the user clicks the OK button, settings are applied to the entire 
image. When the user clicks the CANCEL button, the current setting is not reflected on the image. The anchor point displayed in the viewer can be 
moved or resized. For detailed descriptions of each setting, please refer to the below table.
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foldio360 Edit

Toolbar - Watermark

Use this function to insert a watermark into the project. When clicked, screen a or b is displayed, depending on the case.

Insert mode:
If no watermark has been inserted in the project, screen a is displayed. Click the OPEN button to load the image to be inserted. Images can be 
inserted in both jpg and png format.
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foldio360 Edit

Toolbar - Watermark cont.

Modify mode:
If a watermark is already inserted in the project,
Effects > watermark is displayed in the Project Tree.

If you double-click the node or click the watermark button on the toolbar, the following screen is displayed.

Clicking the OK button reflects the current setting, and clicking the CANCEL button cancels the current setting. If you want to delete the inserted watermark, click the X 
button to the right of the filename. For detailed description of the settings, refer to the table below.
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foldio360 Edit

Toolbar - Overlay

This function shows all the images overlaid. When this function is applied, users can check the 360° rotation trajectory.
The darkest visible image is the currently selected image.
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foldio360 Edit

Toolbar - Change Reference Color

This function changes the background color of the Viewer. White/black is toggled when the corresponding toolbar icon is clicked.
If the background of the image is pure white or black, it should look connected. Users can use this function as a reference color to apply filters until the 
background looks seamless.
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foldio360 Edit

Toolbar - Direction

The Direction function displays the direction of the 360 image 
accordingly to the order of the images. It is indicated by an arrow that 
is positioned at the top right of the Viewer. This function depends on 
the order of the images, so if the order of the image files is not correct, 
the displayed direction may be different from the actual orientation.
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foldio360 Edit

Toolbar - Zoom

Zoom in/out of the Viewer’s image. When clicked, a pop-up menu is displayed

The image can be moved by using Space bar + dragging (Trackpad is not supported in this release version). For more details on the zoom function, please 
refer to the below table.
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foldio360 Edit

Export

If you click File -> Export images, the below screen is displayed. Users can export to PNG/JPG/GIF/MP4 and each setting screen is different. When 
exported, all the set crop, watermark, and filter values are reflected on the file.
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foldio360 Edit

Export GIF

Export the current project as a GIF. You can check the appearance of the exported gif in advance through the preview screen. For detailed parameters, 
please refer to the below table.
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foldio360 Edit

Export MP4

Export the current project as MP4. You can preview the video to be exported through the preview screen. Refer to the parameter table from the 
previous page for more detailed information.
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foldio360 Edit

Export Images

Export the current project as an array of images. You can preview the image/s to be exported through the preview screen. You can export all the images, 
or select specific images to be exported. The output format (file type) can be selected from JPG and PNG. The rest of the settings are the same as GIF 
and MP4.
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